SMART CITY ALLAHABAD - “BEYOND THE SANGAM”

ANNEXURE 2: SELF-ASSESSMENT

A

S.
N
o.

1

B

Feature

C

Definition

A smart city
constantly
shapes and
changes
course of
its
strategies
Citizen
incorporati
participation ng views of
its citizen
to bring
maximum
benefit for
all.
(Guideline
3.1.6)

D

Scenario 1
(BASE)

The City begins
identifies
priorities and
projects to
pursue without
consulting
citizens.

E

Scenario 2

City undertakes
citizen participation
with some select
stakeholders. The
findings are
compiled and
incorporated in
some projects or
programs. Very few
major decisions are
shared with
citizens until final
projects are
unveiled.

F

Scenario 3

City conducts
citizen
engagement at
city level and
local area level
with most
stakeholders
and in most
areas. The
findings are
compiled and
incorporated in
projects or
programs.

G

Scenario 4
(ADVANCED)

City constantly
conducts citizen
engagement
with people at
each Ward level
to incorporate
their views, and
these shape
priorities and
development
projects in the
city. Multiple
means of
communication
and getting
feedback such,
both face-toface and online
are utilised. The
effectiveness of
city governance
and service
delivery is
constantly
enhanced on
the basis of
feedback from
citizens.

H
Selfassessment
of the city
(for Pan-City
Solution)
with regard
to each
feature

Scenario 2

I
Basis for
assessment and/or
quantitative
indicator (Optional only if data exists)

- Ward Committees
are not specific to
electoral wards, but
groups thereof;
convene very rarely
– agenda and
proceedings not
placed in public
domain
- Most of the citizen
engagement is
based on public
grievance redressal
and not on proactive
decision making.
- Extremely limited
coordination and
sync between
mobile app and
website; website
content is static and
is not updated to
reflect current
concerns
- Nagar Nigam
website is missing
key data related to
suo-motu
disclosures (RTI or
otherwise)
- Real-time budget or
works data
(including works
proceeding or
intended) is not
made public.

J

Projection of 'where
the city wants to be'
with regard to the
feature/indicator

SCENARIO 3
While it may not be
possible to structurally
change the level of
engagement from
groups of wards to
wards, the level of
engagement can be
significantly
augmented.
Indicators:
- Increased
engagement of
citizens through
more frequent and
structured ward
meetings with
resolutions and
decisions minuted
and in public domain
- Improved disclosure
of plans, budgets,
expenditure, works;
Council session
agenda and
proceedings
available in public
domain
- Channels of
engagement not
limited to PGR only
but to proactive
consultation
- Resolution record of
PGRs made
available publicly

K
Input/ Initiative that
would move the city
from its current status
to Advanced status
(Scenario 4: Column
G)

- Change in the
engagement model
with citizen’s ward
committees formed for
each electoral ward
along with highly
structured meetings,
organised budget and
expenditure
statements, state of
funds along with
ensuring their
availability at all
levels.
- Nagar Nigam website
augmented to reflect
current and more
usable information;
integrated with (or
mirroring) app-based
functionality
- App based functions
developed further to
work both as a citizen
service interface as
well as a PGR
platform
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ANNEXURE 2: SELF-ASSESSMENT

A

S.
N
o.

2

B

C

Feature

Definition

Identity
and
culture

A Smart
City has a
unique
identity,
which
distinguish
es it from
all other
cities,
based on
some key
aspect: its
location or
climate; its
leading
industry, its
cultural
heritage, its
local
culture or
cuisine, or
other
factors.
This
identity
allows an
easy
answer to
the
question
"why in this
city and not
somewhere
else?" A
Smart City
celebrates
and
promotes
its unique

D

Scenario 1
(BASE)

There are few
architectural
monuments,
symbols, and
festivals that
emphasise the
unique
character of the
city. Built,
natural and
cultural heritage
is not preserved
and utilised or
enhanced
through
physical,
management
and policy
structures.

E

Scenario 2

F

Scenario 3

G

Scenario 4
(ADVANCED)

Built, natural
and intangible
heritage are
Historic and
preserved and
cultural resources
Historic and
utilised as
are preserved and
cultural
anchors of the
utilised to some
heritage
city. Historical
extent but limited
resources are
and cultural
resources exist to
preserved and resources are
manage and
utilised and
enhanced
maintain the
their
through various
immediate
surroundings
mediums of
surroundings of the are wellexpression.
heritage
maintained.
Public spaces,
monuments. New
Public spaces, open spaces,
buildings and areas public buildings amenities and
are created without and amenities
public buildings
much thought to
reflect the
reflect local
how they reflect the cultural identity identity and are
identity and culture of the city
widely used by
of the city.
the public
through
festivals, events
and activities.

H
Selfassessment
of the city
(for Pan-City
Solution)
with regard
to each
feature

Scenario 2

I
Basis for
assessment and/or
quantitative
indicator (Optional only if data exists)

- Intangible heritage
in the form of events
such as Magh Mela
and all activities
related to the Holy
Sangam are well
addressed; a
separate
administrative
structure exists for
managing the
riverfront for all such
activities;
- The Master Plan
identifies certain
areas and assets of
built heritage, but
does not specify any
particular means or
stipulations to
preserve them. No
separate
development
controls or design
controls are issued.
- Municipal body does
not engage in
building control (the
function is relegated
to the development
authority); building
controls not clear as
to treatment for
heritage structures
- Certain buildings of
cultural and social
significance are
managed by their
own respective

J

Projection of 'where
the city wants to be'
with regard to the
feature/indicator

SCENARIO 4
The city has a good
inventory of heritage
assets but not the
requisite institutional
mechanism or
regulatory tools to
manage them except
for the Sangam area.
Indicators:
- Suitable
development
controls are
instituted for built
heritage structures
- A dedicated
mechanism exists for
management of
heritage inventory
and events
- A whole set of tools
and institutional
mechanisms exist to
package the built,
intangible and
cultural heritage to
both residents as
well as potential
visitors

K
Input/ Initiative that
would move the city
from its current status
to Advanced status
(Scenario 4: Column
G)

- Building a tourism
circuit for Sangam
connecting multiple
sites and providing
access to historic
monuments as well.
- Introduction of
Tourism application
as one stop access to
important sites and
events in the city
- Innovative use and
augmentation of open
spaces ( parks) to
portray cultural
significance of the city
and organise cultural
events
- Place making
interventions e.g.
Night Markets ,
Developing
entertainment facilities
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SMART CITY ALLAHABAD - “BEYOND THE SANGAM”

ANNEXURE 2: SELF-ASSESSMENT

A

S.
N
o.

B

Feature

C

Definition

D

Scenario 1
(BASE)

E

Scenario 2

F

Scenario 3

G

Scenario 4
(ADVANCED)

H
Selfassessment
of the city
(for Pan-City
Solution)
with regard
to each
feature

identity and
culture.
(Guideline
3.1.7)

3

Economy
and
employme
nt

A smart city
has a
robust and
resilient
economic
base and
growth
strategy
that creates
large-scale
employmen
t and
increases
opportuniti
es for the
majority of
its citizens.
(Guideline
2.6 & 3.1.7
& 6.2)

There are some
job
opportunities in
the city but they
do not reach all
sections of the
population.
There are a
high number of
jobs in the
informal sector
without
sufficient
facilities.

There is a range of
job opportunities in
the city for many
sections of the
population. The city
attemps to
integrate informal
economic activities
with formal parts of
the city and its
economy.

There are
adequate job
opportunities
for all sections
of society. But
skill availability
among
residents can
sometimes be
a challenge.

There are
adequate
opportunities for
jobs for all
sections of
income groups
and skill levels.
Job-oriented
skill training
supported by
Scenario 1
the city and by
industry.
Economic
activities are
suited to and
build on
locational and
other
advantages of
the city.

I
Basis for
assessment and/or
quantitative
indicator (Optional only if data exists)
trusts or
administrations, viz.
Allahabad University
and Ananda
Bhawan
- Two city level/
regional parks have
been maintained by
the development
authority, however
there is limited
attention to their
historical and/or
cultural significance.
- No large industries;
there have been a
large number of
closures in the
formal industry
sector; no large
manufacturers.
- Most of the
businesses are
concentrated in
MSME sector.
- Students tend to
migrate out to other
cities and States
after graduation
- Low presence of
National/
international
consumer brands as
opposed to cities of
similar size class.
- Several consumer
level services, viz.
hiring of IT
equipment not

J

Projection of 'where
the city wants to be'
with regard to the
feature/indicator

SCENARIO 3
There are adequate
job opportunities for all
sections of society.
But skill availability
among residents can
sometimes be a
challenge.
Indicators:
- Economic base of
city has a higher
share of services
- At least one in every
15 workers is
employed in a large
enterprise
- Presence of KPO/
knowledge based
industries in the city
- Inmigration from
other cities on
account of work

K
Input/ Initiative that
would move the city
from its current status
to Advanced status
(Scenario 4: Column
G)

Incubators to be
established in
Allahabad University
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ANNEXURE 2: SELF-ASSESSMENT

A

S.
N
o.

B

Feature

C

Definition

D

Scenario 1
(BASE)

E

Scenario 2

F

Scenario 3

G

Scenario 4
(ADVANCED)

H
Selfassessment
of the city
(for Pan-City
Solution)
with regard
to each
feature

I
Basis for
assessment and/or
quantitative
indicator (Optional only if data exists)

J

K

Projection of 'where
the city wants to be'
with regard to the
feature/indicator

Input/ Initiative that
would move the city
from its current status
to Advanced status
(Scenario 4: Column
G)

SCENARIO 3
City provides
adequate primary and
secondary education
facilities within easily
reachable distance for
most residential areas
of the city. Education
facilities are regularly
assessed through databases of schools
including number of
students, attendance,
teacher to student
ratio, facilities
available and other
factors.
Indicators:
- City wide database
of schools available
at a central database
maintained by
designated agency
- Teaching content
available in informal
schools along with
improved
connectivity

- Central database of
schools established
and kept with
designated authority
(district level)
- Catch-up classes sponsorship scheme
for teachers to record
critical subject
lectures in
videographic form and
made accessible
through YouTube/
Vimeo/ Dailymotion
channel
- Fibre optic connection
to each school.

ordinarily available
in the city.

4

Education

A Smart
City offers
schooling
and
educational
opportuniti
es for all
children in
the city
(Guideline
2.5.10)

The city
provides very
limited
educational
facilities for its
residents. There
are some
schools but very
limited
compared to the
demand. Many
schools are in
poor condition.

City provides
adequate primary
education facilities
within easily
reachable distance
of 15 minutes
walking for most
residential areas of
the city. The city
also provides some
secondary
education facilities.

City provides
adequate
primary and
secondary
education
facilities within
easily
reachable
distance for
most
residential
areas of the
city. Education
facilities are
regularly
assessed
through databases of
schools
including
number of
students,
attendance,
teacher student ratio,
facilities
available and
other factors.

City provides
adequate and
high-quality
education
facilities within
easily reachable
distance of 10
minutes walking
for all the
residential
areas of the city
and provides
multiple options
of connecting
with specialised
teaching and
multimedia
Scenario 3
enabled
education.
Education
facilities are
regularly
assessed
through
database of
schools
including
number of
students,
attendance,
teacher-student
ratio, facilities
available and
other factors.

- Adequate number of
schools; children out
of school on
account of no
facilities is none.
Over 90 per cent
children attend
school
- Schools are not
uniformly
distributed; densely
developed areas
have low number of
schools.
- Fairly large number
of higher
educational
institutions– one
Central University, a
NIT, an IIIT and a
State University.
- Municipal body does
not run schools
- Number of
specialised early
childhood
development
centres low,
possibly on account
of low demand.
- No private
universities in the
district.
Source: Nagar Nigam
Allahabad, City
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ANNEXURE 2: SELF-ASSESSMENT

A

S.
N
o.

B

Feature

C

Definition

D

Scenario 1
(BASE)

E

Scenario 2

F

Scenario 3

G

Scenario 4
(ADVANCED)

H
Selfassessment
of the city
(for Pan-City
Solution)
with regard
to each
feature

I
Basis for
assessment and/or
quantitative
indicator (Optional only if data exists)

J

Projection of 'where
the city wants to be'
with regard to the
feature/indicator

K
Input/ Initiative that
would move the city
from its current status
to Advanced status
(Scenario 4: Column
G)

Development Plan
2013

5

Health

A Smart
City
provides
access to
healthcare
for all its
citizens.
(Guideline
2.5.10)

Healthcare is
difficult for
citizens to
access demand for
healthcare often
exceeds
hospitals' ability
to meet citizen
needs.

City provides
adequate
The city provides
health facilities
some access to
within easily
healthcare for its
reachable
residents but
distance for all
healthcare facilities the residential
are overburdened
areas and job
and far from many
centres of the
residents. Access
city. It has an
to preventive health emergency
care is only easily
response
available for some
system that
residents.
connects with
ambulance
services.

City provides
adequate health
facilities at
easily
accessible
distance and
individual health
monitoring
systems for
elderly and
vulnerable
citizens which
are directly
connected to
hospitals to
prevent
emergency
health risks and
to acquire
specialised
health advice
with maximum
convenience.
The city is able
to foresee likely
potential
disases and
develop
response
systems and
preventive care.

Existing Facilities:
- District hospitals (5)
- Teaching hospital
(1)
- Screening Centres
(12)
- Railway Hospital (2)
- Defence Hospital –
3
- Private Health
Practitioners - 1421

Scenario 2

Comparison with
URDPFI Standards
- Dispensary (1 for
every 15000 souls):
30 (Gap:44 nos.)
- Small Hospitals(1
for every 45k 1
lakh): 15 (Gap 9)
As per CDP,
development of
Hospital infrastructure
needs a capital
investment of 115
crore
Source : City
Development Plan
2014, Chief Medical
Officer’s office,
Allahabad and
Allahabad Nagar
Nigam

SCENARIO 3
City provides
adequate health
facilities at easily
accessible distance
and individual health
monitoring systems for
elderly and vulnerable
citizens which are
directly connected to
hospitals to prevent
emergency health
risks and to acquire
specialised health
advice with maximum
convenience. The city
is able to foresee likely
potential diseases and
develop response
systems and
preventive care.
Indicators:
- Improved
coordination
between hospitals
for enhanced patient
referral
- Common treatment
facilities available
across a wider range
of platforms
- Alternative forms of
medicine also
supported as part of
normative healthcare

- Addition of a new
dialysis unit in Beli
Hospital on PPP basis
- e-Referral and patient
record application
development for cross
referral between
hospitals and other
healthcare providers
- Repair and
rehabilitation of
Ayurvedic hospital
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ANNEXURE 2: SELF-ASSESSMENT

A

S.
N
o.

6

7

B

Feature

C

Definition

Mixed use

A Smart
City has
different
kinds of
land uses
in the same
places;
such as
offices,
housing,
and shops,
clustered
together.
(Guidelines
3.1.2 and
3.1.2)

Compact

A Smart
City
encourages
developme

D

Scenario 1
(BASE)

The city has
mostly
separated uses
and areas are
focused either
on residential,
commercial, or
industrial, with
little coexistance of
uses. The
average
resident cannot
walk to the
closest market
or shops near
his or her home.
For almost
everyone, going
to work or going
shopping for
basic needs
requires a
journey by
automobile or
bus of more
than 15
minutes. Land
use regulations
prevent putting
commercial or
office locations
in residential
neighbourhoods
and vice versa.
The city is
expanding
rapidly at its
periphery into

E

Scenario 2

F

Scenario 3

G

Scenario 4
(ADVANCED)

In some parts of
the city, there is a
mixture of land
uses that would
allow someone to
live, work, and
shop in close
proximity.
However, in most
areas, there are
only small retail
stores with basic
supplies near
housing. Most
residents must
drive or use public
transportation to
access a shop for
food and basic
daily needs. Land
use rules support
segretating
housing, retail, and
office uses, but
exceptions are
made when
requested.

Every part of
Most parts of
the city has a
the city have
mix of uses.
housing, retail,
Everyone lives
and office
within a 15buildings in
minute trip of
close proximity.
office buildings,
Some
markets and
neighbourhood
shops, and
s have light
even some
industrial uses
industrial uses.
within them
Land use rules
(e.g., auto
require or
repair, craft
encourage
production).
developers to
Land use rules
incorporate a
allow for mixed
mixture of uses
uses.
in their projects.

The city has one or
two high density
areas - such as the
city center, or

The city has
multiple high
density clusters
that are easy to

The city is
highly compact
and dense,
making the

H
Selfassessment
of the city
(for Pan-City
Solution)
with regard
to each
feature

I

J

K

Basis for
assessment and/or
quantitative
indicator (Optional only if data exists)

Projection of 'where
the city wants to be'
with regard to the
feature/indicator

Input/ Initiative that
would move the city
from its current status
to Advanced status
(Scenario 4: Column
G)

Scenario 2

- No official mixed
use sanctioned in
Master Plan, 2021
- Mixed use is
incidental, prevailing
in older areas of the
city
- Limited public
transportation but
high instances of
contract carriages
prevailing in areas
of mixed use.
- Public transport
dependency is only
8%; average trip
length for motorised
transport is 6.3 to
6.7 km
- 56% of trips are
pedestrian or IPT
based with two
wheelers being the
second highest
preferred option.

SCENARIO 3:
Most parts of the city
have housing, retail,
and office buildings in
close proximity. Some
neighbourhoods have
light industrial uses
within them (e.g., auto
repair, craft
production). Land use
rules allow for mixed
uses.
Indicators:
- Development
controls support
mixed use between
more categories
- Uses of industry and
commercial
categories are well
differentiated with
clear indication of
what can co-exist
with residential use
and in what manner.

- Development controls
for mixed use
development
- Development of
infrastructure
supporting highdensity and mixed use
development in the
Central zone
(Mumfordganj, New
Katra, Dwarikapuri,
Police Lines along
Stanley Road)
- Loop bus transit within
the area based
development precinct
to encourage
redevelopment and
densification in
controlled conditions.

Scenario 1
and 2

- Low population
density (135 PPH
against National
average of 150)

SCENARIO 3
The city has multiple
high density clusters
that are easy to walk

- Development of
infrastructure
supporting highdensity development
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A

S.
N
o.

B

Feature

C

Definition

nt to be
compact
and dense,
where
buildings
are located
close to
one another
and are
ideally
within a 10minute walk
of public
transportati
on, forming
concentrate
d
neighborho
ods.
(Guidelines
2.3 and 5.2)

D

Scenario 1
(BASE)

undeveloped
land, rural or
natural areas,
or along
industrial
corridors - both
formally and
informally.
Formal new
development is
occurring in a
way that is
"sprawling,"
meaning that
the buildings
spread across a
wide area and
are far from one
another.
Residents or
tenants find it
easier or safer
to travel by
automobile
because it takes
a long time to
walk between
destinations
and there are
busy roads
separating
buildings. Large
pockets of land
in the inner-city
are vacant. New
developments
at the periphery
tend to be
large-scale
residential

E

F

G

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4
(ADVANCED)

historic areas,
where buildings are
concentrated
together and where
people can walk
easily from building
to building and feel
as though they are
in center of activity.
Most of the city
consists of areas
where buildings are
spread out and
difficult to walk
between,
sometimes with
low-density per
hectare.
Regulations tend to
favor buildings that
are separated from
one another, with
lots of parking at
the base and setback from the
streets. The city
likely has some
pockets of underutilized land in the
center. New formal
developments at
the periphery tend
to be large-scale
residential
developments,
often enclosed with
a gate and oriented
to the automobile.

walk around
where
buildings are
close together.
However, the
city actively
encourages
development to
occur on
under-utilized
parcels of land
into highdensity,
walkable
areas. When
new formal
large-scale
development
projects
happen at the
periphery, they
are
encouraged to
be dense and
compact, with
buildings that
are close
together and
line the streets.
The city
actively
encourages or
incentivizes redevelopment of
under-utilized
parcels in the
inner-city,
especially
those located

most of land
within the city.
Buildings are
clustered
together,
forming
walkable and
inviting activity
centers and
neighbourhoods
. Regulations
encourage or
incentivize redevelopment of
under-utilized
land parcels in
the city center.
Buildings are
oriented to the
street - - and
parking is kept
to a minimum,
located below
ground or at the
back of
buildings.
Public transport
and walking
connects
residences to
most jobs and
amenities.
Residential
density is at an
optimal with
afforgable
housing
available in
most areas.

H
Selfassessment
of the city
(for Pan-City
Solution)
with regard
to each
feature

I
Basis for
assessment and/or
quantitative
indicator (Optional only if data exists)
- Most planned builtup areas have
densities lower than
what is planned.
- Most new colonies
are being developed
in outer areas as
plotted development
- No focus or
provisions for
redevelopment;
practise such as
land pooling or town
planning schemes
not forbidden, but
never actually used.

J

Projection of 'where
the city wants to be'
with regard to the
feature/indicator

around where
buildings are close
together. However,
the city actively
encourages
development to occur
on under-utilized
parcels of land into
high-density, walkable
areas. When new
formal large-scale
development projects
happen at the
periphery, they are
encouraged to be
dense and compact,
with buildings that are
close together and line
the streets. The city
actively encourages or
incentivizes redevelopment of underutilized parcels in the
inner-city, especially
those located close to
public transportation.
Indicators:
- Incentives given to
development of high
density/ compact,
mixed use
development
- At least one area is
taken up for
redevelopment along
new DCRs

K
Input/ Initiative that
would move the city
from its current status
to Advanced status
(Scenario 4: Column
G)
in the Central zone
(Mumfordganj, New
Katra, Dwarikapuri,
Police Lines along
Stanley Road)
- Loop bus transit within
the area based
development precinct
to encourage
redevelopment and
densification in
controlled conditions.
- Preparatory work for
redeveloping of the
designated area, such
as draft schemes,
valuation and land
settlement models
etc.
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ANNEXURE 2: SELF-ASSESSMENT

A

S.
N
o.

B

Feature

C

Definition

D

Scenario 1
(BASE)

E

Scenario 2

developments,
often enclosed
with a gate and
oriented to the
automobile.

8

Public
open
spaces

A Smart
City has
sufficient
and usable
public open
spaces,
many of
which are
green, that
promote
exercise
and
outdoor
recreation
for all age
groups.
Public open
spaces of a
range of
sizes are
dispersed
throughout
the City so
all citizens
can have
access.
(Guidelines
3.1.4 & 6.2)

The city has
very few usable
public open
spaces and
very few usable
green spaces.
Available
recreational
spaces are
located far
away and are
dispersed at
long distances
around the city.
The few
available public
open spaces
offer a limited
variety of
experiences for
all sections of
population and
age groups
such as places
for sport, places
for rest, and
places for play.

F

Scenario 3

G

Scenario 4
(ADVANCED)

H
Selfassessment
of the city
(for Pan-City
Solution)
with regard
to each
feature

I
Basis for
assessment and/or
quantitative
indicator (Optional only if data exists)

J

K

Projection of 'where
the city wants to be'
with regard to the
feature/indicator

Input/ Initiative that
would move the city
from its current status
to Advanced status
(Scenario 4: Column
G)

SCENARIO 4
Most areas of the city
have some sort of
public open space.
There is some variety
in the types of public
spaces in the city.
However, public
spaces are sometimes
not within easy reach
or access of more
vulnerable populations
and are more
restricted in poorer
neighbourhoods.
Indicators:
- More parks being
used for purposes
other than just being
open spaces.
- Better thematic
differentiation in
parks
- Existing parks offer
wider variety of
entertainment and
recreational options

- Improvement of
Chandrasekhar Azad
Park
- Riverfront space
being repurposed for
landscaping and use
for cultural functions
(when not in use for
Magh Mela or Ardh
Kumbh.
- Park behind district
court complex
developed as a
cultural precinct with
amphitheatre
- Development of
herbal gardens in
select parks across
the city
- Improvement of
balance parks.

close to public
transportation.

A variety of public
open spaces are
available in some
neighbourhoods,
but are not
available in all the
areas of the city or
are located far
away from
residential areas
Many of the open
spaces have
access restrictions,
or are not wellmaintained. A
variety of types of
public open spaces
may be lacking,
such as natural
areas, green
areas, parks,
plazas, or
recreation areas.

Public open
spaces are well
Most areas of
dispersed
the city have
throughout the
some sort of
city. Every
public open
residential area
space. There is and work space
some variety in has access to
the types of
open space
public spaces
within 10
in the city.
minutes walking
However,
distance. Open
public spaces
spaces are of
are sometimes various types not within easy natural, green,
reach or
plazas, parks,
access of more or recreation
vulnerable
areas - which
populations
serve various
and are more
sections of
restricted in
people. Public
poorer
spaces tend to
neighbourhood truly reflect the
s.
natural and
cultural identity
of the city.

Scenario 2

- City has about 330
parks, however,
these are not in any
specific hierarchy or
use; area under
‘recreational use’ is
8 per cent as
opposed to
stipulation of 16 per
cent.
- Parks are
maintained by the
agency which
creates them, so
only a part of these
are maintained by
Nagar Nigam, while
some are
maintained by the
Allahabad
Development
Authority.
- Only three
dedicated spaces
used as places of
tourist interest,
accessible to all.
- Best maintained
parks are in more
affluent
neighbourhoods;
older areas of the
city have very few
parks.
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ANNEXURE 2: SELF-ASSESSMENT

A

S.
N
o.

9

B

Feature

Housing
and
inclusiven
ess

C

Definition

A Smart
City has
sufficient
housing for
all income
groups and
promotes
integration
among
social
groups.
(Guidelines
3.1.2)

D

Scenario 1
(BASE)

Housing is very
limited and
highly
segregated
across income
levels.
Population
growth far
exceeds the
creation of new
housing. The
poor live in
informal
settlements with
limited to no
access to basic
services, and
are
concentrated in
a few areas.
The wealthy live
in separate
enclaves.
Those in the
middle have
few, if any
options.

E

Scenario 2

F

Scenario 3

Housing is
available at all
Housing is
income levels,
available at most
but is
income levels but is
segregated
highly segregated
across income
across income
levels. The
levels. Population
growth of
growth slightly
supply of
exceeds the
housing almost
creation of new
meets the rate
housing. The
of population
wealthy and the
growth.
middle class have
Increasingly,
housing that meets
lower and
their needs at costs
middle-income
appropriate to their
people can find
income. The poor
housing in
live in informal
areas that are
settlements.
conveniently
located.

G

Scenario 4
(ADVANCED)

A wide range of
a housing is
available at all
cost levels. The
supply of
housing is
growing at pace
with population.
Affordable,
moderate, and
luxury housing
are found
clustered
together in
many areas of
the city

H
Selfassessment
of the city
(for Pan-City
Solution)
with regard
to each
feature

Scenario 2

I
Basis for
assessment and/or
quantitative
indicator (Optional only if data exists)
Source: Master Plan
2021, interviews with
Allahabad Nagar
Nigam
- Housing for All Plan
of Action not
prepared; no formal
mechanisms of
notifying slums;
household size is
5.7 individuals
- Most slum
‘improvement’
measures comprise
of provision of basic
services and not
housing units.
- Limited production/
provision of housing
units, only around
4,000 units
produced in the last
three years.
- Limited or no
coordinated
information on
housing stock
production for urban
poor; no specific
pricing of subsidy
strategy
- Most new schemes
from ADA and
UPHDB are plotted
in nature; very
limited participation
from private sector
developers.
Source: Master Plan
of 2021, City

J

K

Projection of 'where
the city wants to be'
with regard to the
feature/indicator

Input/ Initiative that
would move the city
from its current status
to Advanced status
(Scenario 4: Column
G)

SCENARIO 4
A wide range of a
housing is available at
all cost levels. The
supply of housing is
growing at pace with
population. Affordable,
moderate, and luxury
housing are found
clustered together in
many areas of the city.
Indicators:
- City has a clear idea
of housing stocks it
has to produce in
each segment;
coherent target for
housing production
within the city.
- Coherent housing
production plan
irrespective of the
agency that
produces such
housing.
- Private developers
also partake in
production of
housing stocks for all
segments
- Increasing emphasis
on apartments as
opposed to plotted
layouts.

- Two in-situ/ relocation
based development
schemes for slums
located within the
area based
development
precincts.
- Redevelopment
schemes, if taken up
within the area based
development wil
mandatorily contain
earmarking of 15 per
cent housing stock for
low income groups as
per existing
regulations of the
State.
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ANNEXURE 2: SELF-ASSESSMENT

A

S.
N
o.

B

Feature

C

Definition

D

Scenario 1
(BASE)

E

Scenario 2

F

Scenario 3

G

Scenario 4
(ADVANCED)

H
Selfassessment
of the city
(for Pan-City
Solution)
with regard
to each
feature

I
Basis for
assessment and/or
quantitative
indicator (Optional only if data exists)

J

Projection of 'where
the city wants to be'
with regard to the
feature/indicator

K
Input/ Initiative that
would move the city
from its current status
to Advanced status
(Scenario 4: Column
G)

Development Plan
2014, Allahabad
Nagar Nigam, District
Urban Development
Agency, Allahabad
Development
Authority, UP Housing
& Development Board

10 Transport

A Smart
City does
not require
an
automobile
to get
around;
distances
are short,
buildings
are
accessible
from the
sidewalk,
and transit
options are
plentiful
and
attractive to
people of
all income
levels.
(Guidelines
3.1.5 & 6.2)

Personal
automobile
centric city with
very few modal
options. Long
trip lengths for
daily commute
to work and
education.
Accessing
various areas
by walking or
cycling is
difficult. Women
and vulnerable
sections find it
very difficult to
move
independently
in the city.
There is limited
public transport.
Vehicles cause
high air and
noise pollution
levels in the
city. Vehicles
dominate public
spaces and
affect their
effective
functioning.

Network of
streets are
fairly complete.
Public
transport
covers most
areas of the
The street network city. However
system is elaborate last mile
but public transport connectivity
choices are
remains
restricted. Public
incomplete and
transport can be
affects
too expensive or
transport
unaffordable for the options. Foot
poor. Pedestrian
paths are
infrastructure is
accessible in
only available in
most areas,
select areas. The
whereas
majority of
concerns of
investments focus
safe crossings
on reducing traffic
and security
congestion through throughout the
the creation of
day remain.
more roads.
Parking zones
are
demarcated
but absence of
pricing
increases over
utilization of
parking lots.

Street network
is complete and
follows a clear
structure. Public
transportation
network covers
the entire city
and intensity of
connection
relates with the
demand. Plenty
of options of
public transport
are available
and affordable
Scenario 2
for all sections
of the society.
There is multimodal
integration at all
mass transit
staions and
organizedpriced on street
and off street
parking.
Walking and
cycling is
prevalent.

SCENARIO 3
Network of streets are
- Public transport
fairly complete. Public
share is 8%; highest
transport covers most
trip share is
areas of the city.
pedestrian, two
However last mile
wheeler and IPT
connectivity remains
(56%)
incomplete and affects
- Average trip length
transport options. Foot
for motorised
paths are accessible
vehicles is over 6.3
in most areas,
km; cycle based
whereas concerns of
trips at 4.3 km
safe crossings and
- No new buses
security throughout
procured since 2012
the day remain.
- Overemphasis on
Parking zones are
multi-level parking
demarcated but
as opposed to noabsence of pricing
vehicle zones
increases over
- Less than 1% of
utilization of parking
streets have
lots.
footpath
Indicators:
- Cycle tracks largely
- Last mile
encroached upon;
connectivity improve
by way of organised
Source:
e-rickshaw services
Comprehensive
and bicycles
Mobility Plan,
- Modal dependency
interviews with
on buses improves
Allahabad Nagar
along with eNigam
rickshaw and cycles
working as feeders.

- Bus transport system
is revived for the
entire city with around
200 buses
- Loop bus system
within central zone of
area based
development
precincts
- No on-street parking
on Civil Lines and
Kutchehri Road
- Park and ride system
between Kutchehri
Road and Katra Main
market
- Multi-level parking in
(1) lawyers chambers
behind district court,
(2) Prayag station
precinct, (3) Laxmi
Talkies crossing
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ANNEXURE 2: SELF-ASSESSMENT

A

S.
N
o.

B

Feature

C

Definition

D

Scenario 1
(BASE)

E

Scenario 2

F

Scenario 3

G

Scenario 4
(ADVANCED)

H
Selfassessment
of the city
(for Pan-City
Solution)
with regard
to each
feature

I
Basis for
assessment and/or
quantitative
indicator (Optional only if data exists)

J

Projection of 'where
the city wants to be'
with regard to the
feature/indicator

K
Input/ Initiative that
would move the city
from its current status
to Advanced status
(Scenario 4: Column
G)

- Pedestrian accesses
better defined and
are not encroached
upon

11 Walkable

A Smart
City’s roads
are
designed
equally for
pedestrians
, cyclists
and
vehicles;
and road
safety and
sidewalks
are
paramount
to street
design.
Traffic
signals are
sufficient
and traffic
rules are
enforced.
Shops,
restaurants,
building
entrances
and trees
line the
sidewalk to
encourage
walking and
there is
ample
lighting so
the
pedestrian

The city is
designed mainly
for the
automobile.
Daily life without
a car requires
long bus rides.
Walking is
difficult and
often
dangerous;
there are few
pavements,
existing
pavements
need repair and
lack trees to
provide shade
for pedestrians,
and marked
pedestrian
crossings are
rare. New
buildings have
their main
entrances setback from the
street,
sometimes with
large driveways
or parking lots
separating them
from the street,
and sometimes
are are
enclosed by

The city is
highly walkable.
Pavements
exist on every
Older areas of the
street and are
city see a mix of
maintained.
pedestrians,
Trees line many
cyclists, and
The city has a
sidewalks to
vehicles but newer good network
provide shade
areas are focused
of pavements
for pedestrians.
mainly on the
and bike lanes.
Buildings in
automobile. In the Buildings in
most areas of
new areas, there
most areas of
the city are
are few pavements the city are
easily
and main
easily
accessible from
entrances to new
accessible
the sidewalk.
buildings are not
from the
Traffic signals
accesible from the
pavement.
control the flow
front of the street.
Howver, traffic
of automobiles
large driveways or
signals are
and are
parking lots often
sometimes
enforced. A
separating them
disobeyed and
network of bike
from the street, and it can feel
lanes exists to
sometimes are are difficult to cross
promote cycling
enclosed by gates. the street.
as a means of
In these areas,
transport.
traffic signals are
Traffic rules are
disobeyed.
followed and
enforced with
great
seriousness.

[As above]

Scenario 2

- Public transport
share is 8%; highest
trip share is
pedestrian, two
wheeler and IPT
(56%)
- Less than 1% of
streets have
footpath
- Cycle tracks largely
encroached upon;

Source:
Comprehensive
Mobility Plan,
interviews with
Allahabad Nagar
Nigam

SCENARIO 3:
The city has a good
network of pavements
and bike lanes.
Buildings in most
areas of the city are
easily accessible from
the pavement.
However, traffic
signals are sometimes
disobeyed and it can
feel difficult to cross
the street.
Indicators:
- No vehicle zones in
select areas
- Dedicated
pedestrian pathways
accessible by
differently abled
individuals
- Cycles have
dedicated lanes
separated from
mainstream traffic

[As above]
- No vehicle zone at
Katra main market,
sections of Civil Lines
(cross streets)
- Cycle tracks along (1)
Lajpat Rai Road, (2)
Civil Lines MG Road,
(3) Thornhill Road –
two stretches
- Two bicycle stands –
Allahabad University
and MG Road, Civil
Lines
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ANNEXURE 2: SELF-ASSESSMENT

A

S.
N
o.

B

Feature

C

Definition

feels safe
day and
night.
(Guidelines
3.1.3 & 6.2)

D

Scenario 1
(BASE)

E

Scenario 2

F

Scenario 3

G

Scenario 4
(ADVANCED)

H
Selfassessment
of the city
(for Pan-City
Solution)
with regard
to each
feature

I

J

K

Basis for
assessment and/or
quantitative
indicator (Optional only if data exists)

Projection of 'where
the city wants to be'
with regard to the
feature/indicator

Input/ Initiative that
would move the city
from its current status
to Advanced status
(Scenario 4: Column
G)

Scenario 2

- City has at least one
hotspot powered by
Jio, more planned
- Backbone
connectivity on fiber
(FTTH/ GPON)
provided by BSNL;
- Leased line
availability on
certain premises
- Reasonable
coverage of 3G and
4G services in most
parts of the city;
services tend to fail
on outer limits.
Source: Nagar
Nigam, BSNL and
users of leased lines

SCENARIO 3:
The city makes has
high speed internet
connectivity available
in most parts of the
city.
Indicators:
- Options for public
internet access
within the city (wired/
wireless/ cellular)
- Wide availability of
FTTH/ GPON/ other
wired options on
premise
- Public wi-fi access in
most places.

- BSNL is making large
investments into
bringing FTTH in most
parts of the city;
services will be
extended on-demand.
- Public wi-fi is planned
through smart poles

Scenario 2

- 18 out or 28
municipal service
modules available
through various
State wide
platforms, Allahabad
Nagar Nigam
website is used to
access these
modules (front-end),
including BDRS,
property tax billing,
mutation, registry of
marriages, eprocurement.

SCENARIO 3
Most of the services
are provided online
and offline. Data
transparency helps
monitoring. Systems
and processes to
better coordinate
between various
Government agencies
are being developed.
Indicators:
- Budgeted and
planned works are
clearly listed on site

- Revamping and
hosting of municipal
corporation website
- Development of
mobile application to
mirror website with
respect to availing
services - BDRS,
trade license,
conservancy, street
light, mutation
certificate, property
tax arrears and dues,
hiring of parks &
playgrounds, other
certificates as may be

gates. Traffic
signals are
often disobeyed

IT
12 connectivit
y

A Smart
City has a
robust
internet
network
allowing
high-speed
connection
s to all
offices and
dwellings
as desired.
(Guideline
6.2)

City has no
major plans to
bring increased
high speed
internet
connectivity to
the public.

The city makes
The city has made
has high speed
plans to provide
internet
high speed internet
connectivity
connectivity
available in
through the existing
most parts of
framework.
the city.

The city offers
free wifi
services to
provide
opportunity for
all the citizens
to connect with
high speed
internet across
the city.

ICTenabled
13
governme
nt services

A Smart
City
enables
easy
interaction
(including
through
online and
telephone
services)
with its
citizens,
eliminating
delays and
frustrations
in

Essential
Government
services are not
linked with
online
platforms.
Paper intensive
interactions with
the local
Government
continues.
Recieving
services and
response to
citizen
complaints take

Some of the public
services are
provided online and
infrastructure for
total digitalization is
not in place.
Service delays
occur regularly in
some sectors.
Responses to
citizen inquiries or
complaints are
often delayed. No
integration between
services and billing.

Most of the
services are
provided online
and offline.
Data
transparency
helps
monitoring.
Systems and
processes to
better
coordinate
between
various
Government
agencies are

All major
services are
provided
through online
and offline
platforms.
Citizens and
officials can
access
information on
accounting and
monitor status
of projects and
programs
through data
available on
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ANNEXURE 2: SELF-ASSESSMENT

A

S.
N
o.

B

Feature

C

Definition

interactions
with
government
.
(Guidelines
2.4.7 & 3.1.6
& 5.1.4 &
6.2)

D

Scenario 1
(BASE)

E

Scenario 2

a long time.
There is limited
availability of
data to monitor
service delivery.

F

Scenario 3

being
developed.

G

Scenario 4
(ADVANCED)

H
Selfassessment
of the city
(for Pan-City
Solution)
with regard
to each
feature

online system.
Robust data
infratsructure
system shares
information and
enhances
internal
governmental
coordination.

I

J

Basis for
assessment and/or
quantitative
indicator (Optional only if data exists)

Projection of 'where
the city wants to be'
with regard to the
feature/indicator

- Building plan
approval system
available online for
Allahabad
Development
Authority
- Works schedule,
quarterly budgeting,
expenditure etc. not
online, as is not
property tax register
- Ward level
downsampling of
data not available.

with proposed dates,
disruptions etc.
- Financial health of
municipal body is
available based on
actual demand,
budgeted receipts
and actual
collections.
- Clearly defined
workflows with
contact persons at
ward/ zone level and
appellate parties

K
Input/ Initiative that
would move the city
from its current status
to Advanced status
(Scenario 4: Column
G)
requred for issuance
from municipal bodies
- Mobile application to
identify and report
unsafe places, areas
needing repairs,
unauthorised
construction,
encroachments etc.

Source: Allahabad
Nagar Nigam website,
interviews with Nagar
Nigam

14

Energy
supply

A Smart
City has
reliable,
24/7
electricity
supply with
no delays
in
requested
hookups.
(Guildeline
2.4)

15

Energy
source

A Smart
City has at

There is only
intermittent
electricity
supply with
regular power
shedding. Many
residents have
to plan their
days around
when power is
available.

Electricity supply
and loads are
managed as per
demand and
priority for various
functions with clear
scheduling, with
electricity being
available in many
areas for most
hours of the day.

Electricity is
available in
most parts of
the city for
most hours of
the day but
some areas
are not so wellserved. Smart
metering exists
in some parts
of the city but
not all.

Electricity is
available 24 x 7
in all parts of
the city with
smart metering
linked to online
platforms for
monitoring and
transparency.

Scenario 3

- Electricity
generated: 450MW
- Electricity Demand:
500MW
- 98% households
with authorized
electricity supply
- Limited load
shedding in peak
summer as peak
load rises;
- Incidental failures
(line faults) are
prevalent
- Standard electronic
meters are in use

The city does
not have any

The city is
preparing plans for

Some energy
consumed is

At least 10% of
the energy used

Scenario 2

- Share of local
energy carriers from

SCENARIO 4
Electricity is available
24 x 7 in all parts of
the city with smart
metering linked to
online platforms for
monitoring and
transparency.
Indicators:
- Coverage of
households up to
100%
- Incidental failures
(line faults) reduces
to less than 1 hour
per annum on an
average
- Smart meters with
AMR modules
At least 10% of the
energy used in the

Strengthening of
network and system
improvement in
progress by M/S L&T
under revised APDRP
Part B scheme & IPDS

- Proposed 5 MW
power generation
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ANNEXURE 2: SELF-ASSESSMENT

A

S.
N
o.

16

B

Feature

Water
supply

C

D

Definition

Scenario 1
(BASE)

least 10%
of its
electricity
generated
by
renewables.
(Guideline
6.2)

A Smart
City has a
reliable,
24/7 supply
of water
that meets
national
and global
health
standards.

E

F

G

Scenario 4
(ADVANCED)

H
Selfassessment
of the city
(for Pan-City
Solution)
with regard
to each
feature

I
Basis for
assessment and/or
quantitative
indicator (Optional only if data exists)

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

renewable
sources of
energy and
there is no
commitment to
promote this for
the forseeable
future.

ensuring that it gets
more energy from
renewable sources
and is in the
process of making
commitments in
this regard.

the city is
produced
through
renewable
sources. There
are long term
targets for
higher
renewable
energy
capacities and
the city is
making plans
to achieve
these.

in the city is
generated
through
renewable
sources. The
city is
undertaking
long-term
strategic
projects to tap
renewable
sources of
energy in its
region/beyond
to increase the
percentage of
renewable
energy sources.

renewable energy
sources: 0.1% (solar
panels installed
across select
building Lok Sewa
Aayog, AMC among
others)
- Solar City Plan
approved by MNRE

The city has a
poor water
supply system
with limited
water
availability.
There are no
clear targets to
achieve higher
quality and

The city has
intermittent water
supply and
availability.
However it is
setting targets and
processes in place
to try to improve its
water supply.
Unaccounted water

The city has 24
x 7 water
supply in most
areas but the
quality of water
does not meet
international
health
standards.
Unaccounted

The city has 24
x 7 treated
water supply
which follows
national and
global
standards and
also available in
suffecient
quantity and

- No. of supply hours:
11 in most parts,
lesser in others.
- Almost 85 per cent
of population
covered with supply
- Supply pipelines are
old; require
replacement in
several places.

Scenario 2

J

Projection of 'where
the city wants to be'
with regard to the
feature/indicator

city is generated
through renewable
sources. The city is
undertaking long-term
strategic projects to
tap renewable
sources of energy in
its region/ beyond to
increase the
percentage of
renewable energy
sources.
Indicators:
- All eligible buildings
within the city resort
to rooftop solar
installations with net/
gross metering
- Municipal body is a
dedicated power
purchaser from
offsite solar utility
- Power distribution
utility sources
balance requirement
from solar or
renewables and
applies to ERC for
revised ‘blended’
rate
SCENARIO 3
The city has
intermittent water
supply and availability.
However it is setting
targets and processes
in place to try to
improve its water
supply. Unaccounted

K
Input/ Initiative that
would move the city
from its current status
to Advanced status
(Scenario 4: Column
G)
through roof-top Solar
power panels across
50,000 sq. meters in
Allahabad University
- Agreements done and
LOI issued for Solid
waste to energy
conversion through
Plasma Technology,
City Planning for Solar
Energy infra
installations.
- Municipal body will
source solar power for
its own operations;
partial sourcing
already done through
APJ Abdul Kalam
urban solar cluster
scheme.

- Installation of river
bed filtration wells
instead of usual deep
tubewells to increase
number of supply
hours.
- Upgrades to water
supply network
replacement of water
supply pipeline
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ANNEXURE 2: SELF-ASSESSMENT

A

S.
N
o.

B

Feature

C

Definition

(Guidelines
2.4 & 6.2)

D

Scenario 1
(BASE)

optimal quantity
standards.
Unaccounted
water loss is
above 40%

E

F

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

loss is less than
30%.

water loss is
less than 20%.

G

Scenario 4
(ADVANCED)

H
Selfassessment
of the city
(for Pan-City
Solution)
with regard
to each
feature

affordable
across all
sections of the
society.
Unaccounted
loss less than
15%.

I
Basis for
assessment and/or
quantitative
indicator (Optional only if data exists)
- Non-revenue water
(leaks and public
stand posts):
estimated at 30 per
cent
- Water quality: Low
coliform but
moderate to high
TDS (about 75% of
water supply is
ground based)
Source: AMRUT
SLIPs

Water
17 manageme
nt

A Smart
City has
advanced
water
manageme
nt
programs,
including
smart
meters, rain
water
harvesting,
and green
infrastructu
re to
manage
stormwater
runoff.
(Guideline
6.2)

The city does
not measure all
its supply. It
does not
recycle waste
water to meet
its requirements
and rain water
harvesting is
not prevalent.
Flooding often
occurs due to
storm water
run-off.

The city has
meters for all its
The has
water supply. It
meters for all
includes smart
its water supply
mechanisms to
with some
monitor
smart
remotely.
mechanisms to
Rainwater
The city has meters monitor.
harvesting
for all its water
Rainwater
systems are
supply but lacks
harvesting
installed and
mechanisms to
systems are
utilised through
monitor. Water
installed and
the city and
wasteage is very
storm water is
storm water is
high. Some, but not collected and
collected and
much, rainwater
stored in water
stored in water
harvesting exists.
bodies.
bodies and
However,
treated for
recycling of
usage.
waste water
Recycled waste
and reusage of
water is
storm water is
supplied for
limited.
secondary
uses.

Scenario 1

- No meters installed
at present; flat
billing system.
- Effluent from
sewage treatment
plants are
discharged into the
river Ganga.
- No community
rainwater harvesting
mechanisms
- Flooding occurs
largely in the river
catchment when
river is in spate.

J

Projection of 'where
the city wants to be'
with regard to the
feature/indicator

water loss is less than
30%.
Indicators:
- Supply hours
increased to about
20 per day
- Water availability
improves on account
of replacement of
pipelines
- TDS and coliform
content in water well
within international
standards
SCENARIO 3
The city has meters
for all its water supply.
It includes smart
mechanisms to
monitor remotely.
Rainwater harvesting
systems are installed
and utilised through
the city and storm
water is collected and
stored in water bodies
and treated for usage.
Recycled waste water
is supplied for
secondary uses.
Indicators:
- Number of water
supply connections
with meters with
AMR installations
- Non-revenue water
detected through
bulk/ flow metering

K
Input/ Initiative that
would move the city
from its current status
to Advanced status
(Scenario 4: Column
G)
- Installation of new
water treatment
measures
- Installation of SCADA
assets and flow
meters in order to
detect area of
leakage.

- Overall improvement
in water supply –
installation of retail
meters in households
and other premises
with a rationalisation
in user charges.
- NRW reduced to
about 20 per cent
(little or no line losses;
only commercial
losses)
- Rainwater collected at
community/ area level
(site at
Chandrasekhar Azad
Park)
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ANNEXURE 2: SELF-ASSESSMENT

A

S.
N
o.

B

Feature

Waste
water
18
manageme
nt

19 Air quality

C

Definition

A Smart
City treats
all of its
sewage to
prevent the
polluting of
water
bodies and
aquifers.
(Guideline
2.4)

A Smart
City has air
quality that
always
meets
internationa
l safety
standards.
(Guideline
2.4.8)

D

Scenario 1
(BASE)

The city is
unable to treat
all its sewage.
Many local
sewer lines
open on to
water bodies
and open
ground and
pollute the
environment.

City does not
have plans,
policies or
programs to
improve the air
quality.
Systems to
monitor air
quality are
absent.

E

Scenario 2

F

Scenario 3

G

Scenario 4
(ADVANCED)

The city has
zero waste
All the waste
Most waste water
water because
water is
is collected and
all the waste
collected and
treated before
water is
treated before
before disposal.
collected,
before
However the
treated and
disposal. It is
treated water does
recycled. It
also treated to
not meet standards
meets
a high standard
and is not recycled
standards and
and some is
for secondary uses.
reduces the
recycled.
need for fresh
water.

City has programs
and projects to
monitor air quality
and spatialising the
data to ascertain
reasons for
degrees of pollution
in the air. A few
strategies to
decrease air
pollution have been
implemented.

City has
programs and
projects to
monitor air
quality and
spatializing the
data to
ascertain
reasons for
degrees of
pollution in the
air. Pollution
levels are
acceptable.

The city has
clean air by
international
standards. Live
Air quality
monitoring
cover the entire
city and data of
air quality are
mapped.

H
Selfassessment
of the city
(for Pan-City
Solution)
with regard
to each
feature

Scenario 2

I
Basis for
assessment and/or
quantitative
indicator (Optional only if data exists)

- High capacity of
treatment of
wastewater (STPs)
- Only 60 per cent of
city is connected by
sewers
- No directed re-use
of wastewater
Source: AMRUT
SLIPs, NGRBA status
reports, interviews
with Jal Kal and
UPJN

Scenario 1

- Municipal body has
no programmes to
address air quality;
monitoring is (if at
all) done by State
PCB
- Most of the pollution
is generated
through diesel/
kerosene based
transport.
- Dependency on
public transport is at
8% only
- CNG fuel is making
an entry into the
city, but in a limited
manner; coverage
may be expanded
soon

J

K

Projection of 'where
the city wants to be'
with regard to the
feature/indicator

Input/ Initiative that
would move the city
from its current status
to Advanced status
(Scenario 4: Column
G)

SCENARIO 3
All the waste water is
collected and treated
before before
disposal. It is also
treated to a high
standard and some is
recycled.
Indicators:
- Number of
households with
sewer collection/
organised FSM
- Usage of treated
wastewater

- Construction of sewer
lines (laterals and
trunk) to connect
previously unsewered areas to
treatment plants
- Trucks to cater for
faecal sludge
management for unconnected areas for
onward passage to
STPs
- Treated water from
Naini STP to be
carried to Karchana
thermal power plant
(project not covered
under Smart City)

SCENARIO 2
City has programs and
projects to monitor air
quality and spatialising
the data to ascertain
reasons for degrees of
pollution in the air. A
few strategies to
decrease air pollution
have been
implemented.
Indicators:
- AQM data improves
- Municipal body can
ask State PCB to
install AQM
hardware at specific
points

- Revamping public
transport to reduce
dependency on IPTs
- No-vehicle zones in
certain portions of the
city.
- Bicycle hire scheme
for public along with
cycle tracks.
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SMART CITY ALLAHABAD - “BEYOND THE SANGAM”

ANNEXURE 2: SELF-ASSESSMENT

A

S.
N
o.

20

B

Feature

Energy
efficiency

Undergrou
21 nd electric
wiring

C

Definition

A Smart
City
government
uses stateof-the-art
energy
efficiency
practices in
buildings,
street
lights, and
transit
systems.
(Guideline
6.2)

A Smart
City has an
undergroun
d electric
wiring
system to
reduce
blackouts
due to
storms and
eliminate
unsightline
ss.
(Guideline
6.2)

D

Scenario 1
(BASE)

City has no
programs or
controls or
incentive
mechanisms to
promote or
support energy
efficiency in
buildings

City does not
have plans for
underground
electric wiring
system.

E

F

G

Scenario 4
(ADVANCED)

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

The city promotes
energy efficiency
and some new
buildings install
energy efficiency
systems that track
and monitor energy
use and savings.

All the existing
old and new
Most new
public buildings
public buildings
employ energy
install energy
efficiency
efficiency
principles in
systems and
development
some older
and operation
buildings are
and apply for
also retrofitted
energy rating by
to be more
national and
energy
international
efficient. Local
forums. Many
government
non-public
conducts
buildings are
counselling
also energy
and outreach
efficient
with developer,
because the
businesses
government
and residents
promotes
to adopt
energy
energy
efficiency
effeciency
through
strategies
incentives and
regulations.

More than 40% of
the city has
underground
electric wiring
system.

More than 75%
of the city has
underground
electric wiring
system.

More than 90%
of the city has
underground
electric wiring
system.

H
Selfassessment
of the city
(for Pan-City
Solution)
with regard
to each
feature

I

J

K

Basis for
assessment and/or
quantitative
indicator (Optional only if data exists)

Projection of 'where
the city wants to be'
with regard to the
feature/indicator

Input/ Initiative that
would move the city
from its current status
to Advanced status
(Scenario 4: Column
G)

Scenario 2

- Municipal body has
no power for
building control;
- Has made some
efforts towards
reducing energy
consumption
through installation
of LED lamps and
replacement of
certain pumping
assets for water
sewage.

SCENARIO 3
Most new public
buildings install energy
efficiency systems and
some older buildings
are also retrofitted to
be more energy
efficient. Local
government conducts
counselling and
outreach with
developer, businesses
and residents to adopt
energy efficiency
strategies
Indicators:
- Green buildings part
of development
regulations
- Incentive regime in
place for developers/
development of
green systems in
buildings

- Incentives to building
which redevelop
themselves compliant
to LEED-IGBC,
GRIHA or ECBC by
way of tax rebates or
TDR.
- Isolation of electrical
power lines allowing
quantifying savings on
account of LED lamps
and BEE star rated
installations

Scenario 1

- Except for certain
sections of Civil
Lines, PVVNL
utilises overhead
bunched cable for
household and on
premise electricity
distribution.
- Funds under IPD
scheme have been
used to augment
transformers in most
areas to avoid load
tripping, but not for
sub-surface

SCENARIO 3
It may not be possible
to replace the entire
distribution trunk
cabling with
underground cabling
as the cost is
prohibitively
expensive, and there
is no Central scheme
that is supporting this
activity.
However, plans for
switching to HVDS will
include making this

Continuance of
replacement of
bunched cable carriage
system between poles
replaced by
underground HT cable
along with high mast
tubular poles
Installation of
distribution feeder pillar
boxes in localities.
Already included in
IPDS scheme being
implemented
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ANNEXURE 2: SELF-ASSESSMENT

A

S.
N
o.

B

Feature

C

Definition

D

Scenario 1
(BASE)

E

Scenario 2

F

Scenario 3

G

Scenario 4
(ADVANCED)

H
Selfassessment
of the city
(for Pan-City
Solution)
with regard
to each
feature

I
Basis for
assessment and/or
quantitative
indicator (Optional only if data exists)
distribution cables
as this is very
expensive.
- Most streets in older
areas of the town do
not have adequate
road width to
contain cabling.
Most on-premise
connections are
pole based
Source: Purvanchal
VVNL, Allahabad
Nagar Nigam (for
street light feeders)

22 Sanitation

A Smart
City has no
open
defecation,
and a full
supply of
toilets
based on
the
population.
(Guidelines
2.4.3 & 6.2)

Many parts of
the city do not
have access to
sanitation
infrastructure
and facilities.

Sanitation facilities
are available to
70% of the city's
population.

Sanitation
facilities are
available to
90% of the
city's
population.

Sanitation
facilities are
available to
100% of the
city's
population.

Scenario 3

- Household toilets
coverage is 69%
- Open defecation
persists;
- Public convenience
constructed on
certain locations in
MG road, lying
incomplete.

J

Projection of 'where
the city wants to be'
with regard to the
feature/indicator

K
Input/ Initiative that
would move the city
from its current status
to Advanced status
(Scenario 4: Column
G)

investment, which will
be paid back from
commercial losses.
Indicators:
- Bunched cable
carriage system
between poles
replaced by
underground HT
cable along with high
mast tubular poles
with distribution
feeder pillar boxes
on major distribution
areas

SCENARIO 4
Sanitation facilities are
available to 100% of
the city's population.
Indicators:
- Reduction in
incidences of open
defecation/ number
of houses without
toilets
- Public conveniences
- General sweeping of
streets and
improvement in door
to door collection of
waste

- Construction of
individual household
latrines (separate
from the Smart City
Plan), applications
already taken
- Construction of
shared facilities in
slums which can
neither be
redeveloped, nor can
be taken up under
beneficiary led
construction on
account of lack of
space/ serviceability
(separate from the
Smart City Plan)
- Completion of public
conveniences on PPP
(ROT) basis where
necessary
- Augmentation of
integrated SWM
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ANNEXURE 2: SELF-ASSESSMENT

A

S.
N
o.

B

Feature

C

Definition

D

Scenario 1
(BASE)

E

Scenario 2

F

Scenario 3

G

Scenario 4
(ADVANCED)

H
Selfassessment
of the city
(for Pan-City
Solution)
with regard
to each
feature

I
Basis for
assessment and/or
quantitative
indicator (Optional only if data exists)

J

Projection of 'where
the city wants to be'
with regard to the
feature/indicator

K
Input/ Initiative that
would move the city
from its current status
to Advanced status
(Scenario 4: Column
G)
project (being carried
out separately from
Smart Cities project)

Waste
23 manageme
nt

A Smart
City has a
waste
manageme
nt system
that
removes
household
and
commercial
garbage,
and
disposes of
it in an
environmen
tally and
economical
ly sound
manner.
(Guidelines
2.4.3 & 6.2)

Waste
collection
systems do not
pick up waste
on a frequent
basis and waste
often enters into
water bodies.

Waste generated is
usually collected
but not segregated.
Recycling is
attempted by
difficult to
implement.

Waste is
segregated,
collected,
recycled and
disposed in an
environmentall
y sound
manner.

The city
reduces land fill
caused by
waste so that it
is minimal. All
the solid waste
generated is
segregated at
source and sent
for recycling.
Scenario 2
Organic waste
is sent for
composting to
be used for
gardening in the
city. Energy
creation through
waste is
considered.

- Integrated solid
waste management
(ISWM) contract has
been in place for
several years;
however – the older
concessionaire has
been replaced with
a new one.
- Door to door
collection is
currently covering
60 per cent of city;
expansion due to
100 per cent; street
sweeping not
included as part of
ISWM contract
- ‘Tipping fee’ model
discourages
segregation at
source as fee is
calculated in terms
of unsegregated
waste entering
landfill site
- WTE plant included
in contract but not
commissioned
- Model increasingly
becoming
unsustainable
financially for all
parties as citizens
refuse to pay door
to door collection
charges.

SCENARIO 4
An integrated solid
waste management
still exists, but with
higher door to door
collection efficiency,
better handling of
waste streams and
inventory and lesser
dependency on landfill
sites. Recovery of
operating costs made
simpler.
Indicators
- Waste segregation
at source is
encouraged in the
commercial structure
- Payment of user
charges is improved
- Lesser dependency
on landfill sites and
transportation of
waste.
- Number of service
providers engaged in
managing waste
instead of one to
improve recycle
ratio; citizens are
encouraged to
recycle waste.

Revamping of
integrated solid waste
management project
through:
- Rationalisation of user
charges including
replacement with
conservancy cess
- Transaction structure
to be modified from
pure tipping fee base
to composite billing
based on recycling
and waste
minimisation.
- Allowing other parties
to engage in on-site,
at-source processing
of wet waste and
collection/ isolation of
recyclables at source
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A

S.
N
o.

24

B

Feature

Safety and
security

C

Definition

A Smart
City has
high levels
of public
safety,
especially
focused on
women,
children
and the
elderly;
men and
women of
all ages feel
safe on the
streets at
all hours.
(Guideline
6.2)

D

Scenario 1
(BASE)

The city has low
levels of public
safety - most
groups of
residents feel
insecure during
most parts of
the day in many
parts of the city.

E

Scenario 2

F

Scenario 3

The city has
high levels of
The city has
public safety medium levels of
all citizens
public safety including
some more
women,
vulnerable groups
children and
feel insecure during
the elderly feel
some points of the
secure in most
day and in some
parts of the city
parts of the city
during most
time in the day.

G

Scenario 4
(ADVANCED)

The city has
very high levels
of public safety
- all residents
feel safe in all
parts of the city
during all hours
of the day.

H
Selfassessment
of the city
(for Pan-City
Solution)
with regard
to each
feature

Scenario 2

I

J

K

Basis for
assessment and/or
quantitative
indicator (Optional only if data exists)

Projection of 'where
the city wants to be'
with regard to the
feature/indicator

Input/ Initiative that
would move the city
from its current status
to Advanced status
(Scenario 4: Column
G)

- Increase in
incidences of crime
against women (293
in 2013 to 408 in
2015)
- No dedicated
women or elderly
helpline
- Police posts and
stations do not have
dedicated
counsellors or
officials trained in
addressing at-risk
and vulnerable
groups
- Security &
surveillance
equipment partially
functional; no clarity
on who administers
or has custody of
the feed.

SCENARIO 4
The city has very high
levels of public safety all residents feel safe
in all parts of the city
during all hours of the
day.
Indicators:
- Fairly high number of
beat posts; any site
can be accessed
within 5 minutes
- All streets covered
within CCTV
surveillance.
- Presence of police
posts where women/
children/ elderly can
confidently lodge
complaints

- CCTV installations all
over city, managed
through integrated
command and control
centre
- Establishment of
Mahila Thanas
- Usage of the SafetiPin
application to identify
spots perceived to be
unsafe for women,
and perform security
audits
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